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 “El-Ihyae” Magazine is considered as one of the refereed 

scientific periodicals which had conserved its name and existence 
although all the successive restructuring of its publishing institution; 
from “the National Institute of Higher Education in Islamic 
Sciences” to “the Faculty of Social and Islamic Sciences”, arriving 
finally to the current name: “Faculty of Islamic Sciences” as an 
important part of the University of Hadj Lakhdar Batna 1. 

Although this successive changes in the institution, “El-
Ihyae” Magazine remained, through its -national and international- 
articles and researchers. It was always the destination of hundreds 
of researchers, who awaited their names in the index of each 
edition. 

Magazine used to be also, a reference of Doctorate students in 
preparing their precise researches, in reference to “El-Ihyae” and its 
diverse and special articles as documentations unfound in other 
magazines and publications. 

“El-Ihyae” today is appearing in the Nineteenth editions of its 
honoured walk, which is the first edition under the new name of our 
institution “Faculty of Islamic Sciences”. It proves that the 
Academic research is not related to names and signs, but to the 
basic components of the university institutions, and its adaptation 
with the new situations, and preserving its scientific gains, rising to 
new outlooks, to serve the scientific research, and pass its traditional 
barriers. 

No wonder, the “Faculty of Islamic Sciences” is always 
present and full with its academic searchers and teachers in several 
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and precise options of Islamic sciences. That’s why they are able 
and qualified to preserve and save the realised achievements  in this 
thriving phase of its blessed age. 

This edition is decorated with a various number of articles, 
almost written by the faculty’s teachers and students, in addition to 
some studies of researchers from Algeria and outside. Those articles 
reflect the level of investigation and formulation of scientific 
research in Islamic studies. They may disagree in their personnel 
vues and readings due to precise indicators in this level. But they 
agree all, as scientific scholars in Islamic sciences, on the obligation 
of upgrading the scientific research in refereed periodicals, to 
respond the real needs, and overrun the simple birth, to deal with the 
influential birth! In a complicated reality and its dilemmas related 
with the Islamic sciences. 

In the end of this word, I have to give greatly thanks and 
sincerely gratitude to the dean of Batna 1 Universtity Professor 
Abdessalam Dhaif who is sparing no effort in supporting scientific 
initiatives, which aim to promote the scientific research in the 
university. He encourages, also, publishing academic magazines, to 
offer the publishing opportunities to the teachers and researchers in 
our university and other Algerian and Arabic universities. 

I want to thank also the head and the members of the editorial 
board of “El-Ihyae” Magazine, and its Advisory Committee, 
without forgetting the output and design staff. I deeply thank them 
all for their hard work and significant efforts, to give birth to this 
Nineteenth Edition in this beautiful appearance. 

So, Congratulations to the “Faculty of Islamic Sciences” its 
first edition of “El-Ihyae” Magazine. Congratulations to the 
teachers and researchers who had participated by their articles and 
studies in this edition. I wish to all of you good luck. 
 


